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Introduction
Analysis of time-intensity data has proven a challenge, and numerous methods have been
suggested to account for the often large inter-individual differences in response [for a recent
review see 1]. However, it is expected that each panellist’s response reflect the same underlying
prototypical curve [2]. Data analytical methods that provide good separation between products,
and show at which points in time products are best separated are desired. We suggest a method
of obtaining this information by graphical displays.

The data in the present investigation dealt with the effect of fat on perceived melt rate and
flavour intensity of ice cream. Four flavour compounds with widely different physicochemical
properties were investigated. The purpose was to examine how a group of flavour compounds
are affected by changes in fat level. Differences in physicochemical properties can also be
related to flavour intensity, but is not the focus of this presentation.

Data
Ice creams (12 different) varying in fat level (3%, 6% and 12% milk fat) and flavour compounds
(β-ionone, δ-nonalactone, isopentyl acetate and vanillin) were the objects of the experiment.
Perceived intensities of the different flavours were adjusted to approximately iso-intensity in
12% fat. The 12 different ice creams were evaluated by time-intensity. Measured parameters
were perceived melt rate and flavour intensity. Twelve panellists evaluated all products in three
replicates. Melt rate was measured for 30 seconds, and flavour intensity for 60 seconds. Both
measures were recorded once every second with computerised data collection software.

Data analysis procedures
Non-centred PCA [3-4] to extract Non-centred Principal Time-intensity Curves (NPTIC) was
initially applied to the data. For each product an NPTIC based on panellists’ responses in each
replicate was extracted as the prototypical curve. In this analysis, points in time are considered
samples and each panellist is a variable. The extracted results are the scores on each principal
component (PC). More than one PC can be necessary to account for systematic variance in
curves. However, in this experiment only PC1 was necessary to account for systematic variance
in individual product’s curves. Product differences in extracted NPTIC’s were analysed by
ANOVA-PLSR (design as X-matrix and sensory data as Y-matrix). For PLSR, points in time
are considered as variables and products as samples. PLSR results were validated with Jack-
knifing, using sensory replicates as cross-validation segments [5].



Graphical displays and interpretation
Results from melt rate show complete separation between all fat levels. Figure A shows a
correlation loadings biplot where fat levels account for 66% variance in Y in the first dimension.
The second dimension only accounts for 2% of variance in Y, with no clear separation between
flavour compounds. Best separation between fat levels is obtained in the time region 5-20

seconds, which have the highest loading values in
the first dimension. Ice creams with low fat level
have a faster melt rate. A score plot (Figure B) of
results from the analysis of flavour intensity shows
no overlap between 3% fat and 12% fat, showing
that flavour intensity was affected mainly by
changes in fat level. Differences between flavour
compounds were also observed. A correlation
loadings plot (Figure C) indicates time regions with
best separation between products. Differences are
observed mainly from 4-10 seconds (increasing
slope) and from 16-32 seconds (decreasing slope).
Isopentyl acetate was not affected by changes from
3 to 6% fat, but had a much slower decrease in 12%
fat, β-ionone showed relatively small differences
between 12% and 6%, but faster increase and
decrease in 3% fat. Vanillin’s increase was faster in
3% fat. Its decrease was slower in 12% than in the
two other fat levels. δ-nonalactone showed a pattern
similar to vanillin, however, it was not as
pronounced. Thus flavour compounds were not
affected similarly by changes in fat level. Jack-
knifing showed the stability of the model,
confirming the validity of the above observations
(stability plot not shown).

Conclusions
NPTIC’s provide a good basis for further analysis of
differences in melt rates and flavour intensity. The
combination of NPTIC and PLSR gave information
about which factors affected melt rate and flavour
intensity, and which time regions have largest
differences between products. This information was
easily obtained from plots. The graphical displays
facilitate the interpretation of results from time-
intensity analysis. The method provides information
about the stability of the model by Jack-knifing, thus
validating interpretations and conclusions.
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Figures:
A: Correlation loadings biplot of melt rate.
B: Score plot of flavour intensity.
C: Correlation loadings plot of flavour
intensity.
β: β-ionone,
δ: δ -nonalactone,
iso: isopentyl acetate,
van: vanillin.
t: 3% fat, s: 6% fat, n: 12% fat.
Time progression from tstart ( — —  ).
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